THE PRINCESS SAVES THE DAY
By Alivianna Matson

Grade 3, Fletcher Elementary

Characters:
Princess
Prince
Evil Villain Shrinky

Setting:
Castle in magical warder

Problem:
The princess and prince get locked in

Princess:  AHHH! Is it morning already. (Tired and exhausted)
Prince:  Huh? Who’s that?
Princess:  It was me Prince. Are you going to answer me?
Prince:  Who are you! (Confused)
Princess:  I am the princess and I am 28 years old. How old are you?
Prince:  I am 25 years old.
Princess:  So are you going to answer my question?
Prince:  (Aggravated) What question are you talking about?
Princess:  AUHH! Is it really morning already.
Prince:  AUHH! Do I really have to answer that
Princess:  (With attitude) Ammm yay you do have to answer
Prince:  Yes it is morning already.
Princess:  Good I have to go to the mall.
Prince:  Why do you have to go to the mall?
Princess: I need to go to the mall because I have to get a manicure.

Prince: Then get ready

Princess: I will get ready but...

Prince: What now (annoyed) But what...

Princess: But you have to come with me

Prince: Do I really have to come

Princess: Do you really have to ask me that? (Attitude) Yes you really have to come. Apparently if you don’t come then something can happen to me. (Nervous, scared)

Prince: Ok fine but...

Princess: But what...

Prince: But I will be fighting

Princess: Fighting who?

Prince: Whoever tries to mess with you.

Princess: But why?

Prince: Because I love you

Princess: Ok I love you too

Prince: OOOK let’s go to the mall.

Shrinky: (Evil Villain.) (Sees the castle) Ooou look! A house I can lock it! (Evil laugh – sneaks in castle) Ooh I bet that they are gonna come down I will lock the door and I will hide behind the door. Ooh here they come.

Prince: Sshhhh! Do you hear that?

Princess: Hear what?

Prince: Nevermind you just stay behind me (protective)
Shrinky: I have locked your door (evil laugh)

Prince: Who said that (angry and nervous)

Shrinky: It was me Evil Shrinky (evil laugh)

Prince: What is wrong with you? Are you going to shrink us? (Scared)

Scene 2 – Upstairs at the Castle

Princess: (Whispers) I have an idea! I’ll be right back (runs upstairs)

Prince: (brave) Hey Shrinky over here.

Shrinky: (Scared) What what?

Prince: (Brave) Hey come chase me!

Shrinky: (Scared) here I come

Princess: (excited, runs with a bag behind Shrinky) I got you now, Shrinky! (Ties the bag over Shrinky)

Scene 3 – Downstairs

Prince: I’ll unlock the door! Come on, Princess, let’s go get your manicure done and throw this evil Shirinky to the dump!

Princess: Ok! Let’s bring this trash to the dump!

Prince: Thank you for saving the day! (lovingly)